
A sample of the staff were asked to provide feedback on the flipped approach.  

The staff understood the rationale and approach.  Their improved confidence in the 
use of ed-tech meant we are able to work collaboratively and make rapid progress in 
order to have a classroom ready for the start of the academic year. 

More emphasis needs to be placed on explaining the reasons for the session 
structure and this needs to be regularly reinforced to maintain student effort. 

We need to review the way in which we utilise the diagnostic to ensure more learners 
make use of this, as this is absolutely critical to direct their revision.   

The use of ed-tech alone does not guarantee engagement, there is no substitute for 
good teaching using a creative approach. 

This summarises their responses:  

Do you understand the rationale we used to design the Google Classroom to offer a 
flipped learning approach to GCSE maths?  

 This was widely understood by all respondents. 

 

Did the Cross College CPD on the use of Google and ed-tech improve your skills? 

 The vast majority of staff found the CPD useful 

 

What other training or support would help with your skills development around the 
delivery of flipped learning using Google Classroom? 

 The key theme that emerged here was for regular opportunities to network 
and share ideas, approaches and issues. 

 

After your induction, how well do you think the students understood the rationale we 
used to design the Google Classroom? 

 This was almost equally spread amongst those that felt this had been 
achieved and not suggesting that we need to include this as a part of the 
induction, this supports the initial observations after the intervention. 

 

What else should we have included in the induction to improve understanding? 

 A number of topics emerged here but when combined, these can be 
addressed by spending time revisiting the course induction and activity. 

 

Were the materials published in the classroom the week before planned delivery to 
allow students to complete the activities before class? 



 
 The majority of staff send out the materials the week before the class, 

however, whilst most reported that students understood the reason why they 
needed to undertake the work before class, were able to access via the 
Google Classroom, not all of the students did so,  

 Most tutors noted that 25 to 50% did the work before class.   
 Adult learners were more engaged and invested in this approach, but more 

work is needed to let students know how useful this is as most of the staff 
note they use this for planning. 

 

Staff have regular 1:1 meetings with students and the results from the diagnostics 
are one of the topics for discussions  

 Staff noted that whilst some students were demoralised by the lower “scores” 
from the diagnostic, their desire for parity and having the same chance 
whatever level they are working about.  These learners found the diagnostic 
less useful. 

 

Hegarty Maths - since the start of the course do your learners use Hegarty more or 
less? 

 Most staff value the Hegarty Maths platform 
 Staff felt that the majority of students were making use the platform.  Usage 

statistics support this. 
 Most staff noted they are making use of Hegarty Maths to set additional work. 

 

What sort of activities did you do to make the online workshop sessions interactive? 

This question produced reference to a whole range of interactive activities and 
software that staff have been utilised in the workshop. 

In the stronger sessions,  

 Jamboard, Whiteboard Fi and Maths Bot were widely used to enable students 
to demonstrate working and methods. 

 Pear Deck was used to add extra interactivity to the Google Slides app. 
 Just Maths and Maths Bot were used to efficiently access a wide range of 

examples. 
 Visualisers were used where available. 

 

 

  


